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Regarding Personal Information Treatment
In consideration of the importance of protecting
personal information, we will fully comply with
the “Act Concerning Protection of Personal
Information (Japan Law No. 57, 2003)”, and
ensure the appropriate handling and take proper
security measures.
We use personal information that is described in
the application document only to the necessary
extent of our business as a Japanese language
institution, such as business performed by the
Ministry of Justice Immigration Bureau,
concerning Entry and Registration procedures in
Japan (Ex. Application for Certificate of
Eligibility) or enrollment and registration
management at school.
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What is your dream?
Is it to study Japanese society and culture at a university
in Kyoto? Or perhaps you would like to fulfill your
potential in a company that carries on tradition or boasts
cutting-edge technology. Or to create fascinating
characters on your computer? Or to savor Kyoto to your
heart's content in the slow-moving time of the day....
Whatever your dream may be,
you are the one who will make it come true.
But let us help you.
That is why we are here.
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Intensive
Course
Long-term
This is a full-time course, which meets 20 hours per week, and is intended for students
wishing to study Japanese intensively, such as those who wish to go to higher education
in Japan, work for Japanese companies or learn Japanese art and culture.
Classes emphasize spoken communication through a small student-teacher ratio, with a
careful balance of all four skills of reading, writing, listening, and speaking.

ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
- Applicants must be over 18 years of
age and must have completed at least 12
years of education (the equivalent of
Japanese
primary
and
secondary
education) abroad.
- Applicants must have qualifications
equal to the above as determined by this
school.

PERIOD OF
ENROLLMENT
Two years/year and a half
(6 month term payment also possible)
*The two year course begins in April and
ends in March two years later. The one and a
half year course begins in October and ends
in March two years later.

TIME OF ENROLLMENT
April and October (2 terms per year)
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SCHOOL TERM
First term
Second term

April 3 - September 26
October 13 - March 13

CLASS DAYS
Monday - Friday (5days per week)
20 lessons per week

CLASS HOURS
(a) 9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. (45 minutes x 4)
(b) 1:15 p.m. - 4:45 p.m. (45 minutes x 4)
*Assignment to the (a) or (b) session will be
determined by the school.
Class duration varies by course.

CLASS SIZE
Beginner & Advanced: Up to 13 students
Intermediate: Up to 18 students
(student total: 130 students)

SCREENING METHOD
Application materials (and an interview)

CLASS PLACEMENT
Placement test and interview

Calendar
First term April 3 - September 26
April ３[Mon] Entrance ceremony & Orientation
11：00～

Fees

Fees including consumption (Tax10%)

Screening fee

31,900 yen

Payable upon application
No refundable

registration fee

52,800 yen

Payable at registration

344,900 yen

Per term (6 months)

April 4 [Tue] Classes begin
July 4 - August 15 Summer vacation
August 16 Classes resume
September 26 Classes end & Closing ceremmony

Tuition fee
Insurance

Per term (6 months)
13,000 yen
*Because of their revision,
Estimated amount
this will change

-The tuition fee include textbooks, educational material
fee, an excursion, welfare costs, facilities and class
activity fee. The class activity fee is for activities
centered on learning Kyoto’s culture for the beginner class,
and field trips and guest speakers for the intermediate and
advanced classes.
-The “insurance fee” is an accident compensation insurance
for Japanese Language Schools by Tokyo Marine & Nichido
Fire Insurance Co., Ltd. Basically only students whose visa
status is ‘Student visa’ are subject to take out a policy in
the insurance.

PRE-OR MID-TERM CANCELLATION

In the event that you decide you wish to cancel your application
either before or during the course, please refer to page 18 for
more details.

Second term October 12 - March 13
October 12 [Thu] Entrance ceremony & Orientation
11：00～
October 13 [Fri] Classes begin
December 22 - January 9 Winter vacation
(2024) January 10 Classes resume
(2024) March 12 Classes end
(2024) March 13 Closing ceremony

Office hours

OPEN: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday to Friday

Summer holidays:
August 5 – August 14, 2023

CLOSE: Saturdays, Sundays, holidays

Winter holidays:
December 28, 2023 -January 8, 2024
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COURSE OUTLINE

Class composition is determined by level.
The study period of each level is one term (6 months).

Level

study contents
(Listening/ Speaking/ Reading/ Writing)

Biginner

We have classes for students with no previous background in Japanese, as
well as classes for those who have a limited understanding of the language
in this level. Each course takes a step-by-step approach to all four skills
of reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Students at this level will
learn everyday conversation as well as the reading and writing of simple
sentences. Classes will proceed with a focus on conversation and the
organization of communication.

Kanji

JLPT
Level

CEFR
Level

400

N5
~
N4

A1
~
A2

800

N3
~
N2

B1
~
B2

InterMediate 2

At this stage, in preparation for the advanced level, students will focus on
reading comprehension, conversation at a relatively complex level, and the
basic writing of reports, papers and the like. Reading activities will
include the close reading of critiques and novels, as well as speed-reading
of newspaper and magazine articles. Students will also begin
preparation for the “Examination for Japanese University Admission for
International Students (EJU)” or “Japanese Language Proficiency Test”.

1000

N3
~
N2

B2
~
C1

Advanced
1

This course seeks to improve students’ applied ability in Japanese so
that they may study and conduct high-level
research in their individual
fields of specialization. Materials for reading comprehension will include
works of literature, critiques, and coverage of current events. Writing
activities will focus on how to compose sentences when writing reports
and papers. As for speaking skills, the course aims to enable students to
participate in discussions and make oral presentations on relatively
difficult topics. It also seeks to provide students with a systematic
understanding of the Japanese language and of Japan today.

1200

N1

C1

Advanced
2

This course builds on the content of the Advanced I course and, by taking
into account students’ individual needs, seeks to deepen students’ applied
knowledge of their fields of specialization.

1200
＋

N1＋

C1

InterMediate 1
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This level is intended for those who have studied Japanese for
approximately 400 hours. Students will improve their understanding of
sentence patterns and grammatical items learned at the beginning
level, and proceed to a more functionally based approach to expressing
themselves in Japanese. The aim of the course is to enable students to
both comprehend and produce longer stretches of spoken and written is
course. Students will also learn to write more complex compositions.

LEVEL SUMMARY

Intermediate Level

Advanced Level

There are many opportunities to
use the learned sentence pattern

Intermediate Class =
Intermediate Culture and Art Class

Advanced Class =
Advanced Business Class

To really be able to use the language,
there will be assignments with various
people on and off campus. Through
these practical activities we will help
you acquire basic Japanese language
skills. The class has a flexible schedule,
taking the students' goals and
language skills into consideration.

In the Intermediate level you will
master grammar, vocabulary and
Japanese expressions as well as
reading essays, novels, etc. The
goal of this course is to deepen
your understanding of the culture
behind the Japanese language
through lectures and assignments
from external experts.

The Business Class aims to improve
Japanese language ability through the
study of three topics: extensive
Japanese language skills, business
Japanese and subjects related to
Japanese culture and history. During
the Business Japanese courses, we
will visit businesses in the Kyoto area
to study their business culture and
manners.

Beginner Level

Sample Activities
Real-world situations to
practice your Japanese. Get
confident using Japanese in
various situations.
Ordering at a restaurant.
Having conversations with invited
university students.
Visiting the Nishiki Market to learn
more about Japanese food culture
such as Kyoto vegetables and Kyoto
cuisine.
Learning how to explain the process
and taste of making traditional
Japanese confectionery during
workshops.
Go to the kanji museum and deepen
your understanding of kanji.
Making a map of the area
surrounding the school and
connecting with the neighborhood.

Activities focusing on
explaining topics logically
and verbally and stating
your opinion.
Architecture: lectures and
excursions by architects on how to
view Japanese architecture
Dyeing: lecture on the dyeing
process by a professional and a
kimono session.
Ikebana, the art of flower
arrangement: lecture and workshop
by an experienced teacher
Manga: lecture and workshop on the
art of Japanese comics by manga
researchers.
Sake: lecture about sake and food
culture, combined with a tour in a
sake company.
Furoshiki, Japanese wrapping cloth:
lecture and workshop about the
traditional culture and usage by a
furoshiki company.

Before or after each workshop there
will be an assignment.
These assignments will be graded by
external experts.

Activities focusing on explaining
topics logically and verbally and
stating your opinion.
Visiting Japanese business such as
Horiba Ltd., Murata Manufacturing
Co. Ltd. and Kyocera Corporation.
We will learn about their business
and corporate culture through
communication with employees.
We invite guest speakers from
businesses and corporations to the
school.
Application Application
Requirements
Download various documents her
Year Schedule
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YEAR SCHEDULE
April
May

Medical check up

June

Midterm Examination

EJU TEST

July

Summer Vacation

JLPT TEST
Summer Intensive
Course

August

First term resume

VICES

September

October

Nihongo Presentation
Final Examination
Completion ceremony
Final Examination

Autumn Intensive Course
Entrance ceremony

November

Completion ceremony

EJU TEST

December

Midterm Examination
Year End Party
Winter vacation

JLPT TEST

January

Second term resume

February

Speech contest

March
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Spring Intensive Course
Entrance Ceremony

Final Examination
Completion ceremony

Study
abroad

"Where should I live?
I am also interested in homestay!"

at KJLS
"We answer
any of your
questions!"

In addition to dormitories, we also
introduce real estate agencies. Please
check the school HP. Each real estate
agencies has employees who can speak
various languages. It is safe because
you can exchange directly
There is also a homestay program.
Please consult us for details such as
period.

"What is the culture
加 and art class
and business class of the intensive
course?"
After taking a placement test, those who are
judged as intermediate class will be enrolled
in ”Cultural and art class”, if they are
judged advanced class, their class will be
“Business class”.
Please check HP for the details.

”What about the National Health Insurance?
Long-term students take out National
Health Insurance. It costs about 20,000
yen per year. Other than that, joining the
”Japanese Language School Student
Disaster Compensation System”, 30% of
National Health Insurance's own
contribution will be compensated.
Short-term students cannot enter
National Health Insurance. Please join a
Tourist Insurance that can be used in
Japan.

"Is it hard to study?"

"What are the benefits of studying at
Kyoto Japanese Language School?"
The building is small but cozy
The teachers are kind and sometimes strict various
nationalities
Hospital is close, pharmacy on the other side.
Near Kyoto Gyoen, lots of nature, history and
culture
The size of the town is just right.
Convenient to move by bicycle.
Price is cheaper than Tokyo

Please do your homework
every day. It is essential to
review lesson preparations at
home!
There are also classes with
weekly kanji quizzes.
Attendance rate will be
strictly checked.

"Where are the
students from?"
From various countries!
Taiwan, France, China,
Germany, Indonesia, etc.

"Is there a scholarship?"

"After finishing this school,
can I go on to higher education or
find a job?"
At Kyoto Japanese Language School,
there are teachers in charge of
employment and advancement.
For those who meet the requirements
after graduation, a visa that allows
them to find employment is available
for up to one year.

HP.

School scholarship
Two people in each semester.
For details, please check the school
Monbukagakusho Honors
Scholarship for Privately Financed
International Students Excellent
student carrying on studies in
Japan. About 1 person a year.
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Attendance and
advancement
to a higher level class
Students enrolled in the Intensive Course must attend
classes every day. If a student must miss a class
due to illness or some other unavoidable reason, s/he
must notify the school in advance. If absences
exceed 10% of the total number of class hours, the
student’s application for visa extension may not be
approved, or the term of the visa may be shortened.
A student’s class level depends upon the results of
his/her interview and placement test.
Advancement to a higher level class at the end of the
term will depend upon the overall result of
periodic tests, class behavior, and class attendance
records. Permission for advancement or for
continuation in any given term may be withheld if the
student’s class attendance, behavior, or grades
are considered to be very low or questionable, or if the
student violates any of the rules of the school
or the Immigration Services Agency.加

STUDENT LIFE
Extension of period of stay
A student may renew his/her residence status (“Student”)
every six months
or one year or one year and three months by presenting the
“Application for Extension of Period of Stay”, together with
the student’s own Enrollment Certificate, Grade Certificate,
and Certificate of employment (for part time employees) to
the Immigration Services Agency . For each renewal, the
student must certify to the Immigration
Services Agency that the anticipated expenses for studying in
Japan (stated in the “Letter of Agreement Regarding
Payment” completed by the sponsor upon entering Japan) have
been met in one of the following ways.
Case 1: Expenses sent by a sponsor in your country (abroad)
Student’s bank passbook showing that funds have been
wired from the sponsor, Certificate showing that funds
have been sent from the sponsor (e.g. notification of
remittance).
Case 2: Expenses sent by the sponsor within Japan
Student’s bank passbook showing that funds have been
wired from the sponsor
Case 3: Expenses paid by the applicant
Certificate of grant/school scholarship authorization or
Certificate of bank account balance of the student
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Residence card
A residence card will be issued at port of
entry to all foreign nationals who will be
residing in Japan for the mid- to long-term
range with a residency status such as
"Student", "Specialist in Humanities/
International Services", "Spouse or Child of
Japanese National," "Long Term Resident," or
Designated Activities". Those who have
received a resident card are asked to visit
and give notice to the municipal office where
they live, with their residence card,
designated form and passport within 14 days
of finding a place of residence. Please carry
your residence card with you at all times in
Japan.

Part-time work
(“Engage in activity other than
that permitted under the status
of residence previously granted”)
Students cannot work under the “Student” status
of residence. Those students wishing to obtain a
part-time job must first apply for and obtain
special permission to do so from the Immigration
Services Agency. Students who are granted such
permission will only be allowed to work for a total
of 28 hours or less per week. Please be aware that
the kinds of work that you are allowed to do are
limited and difficult for foreign students to find,
and some work such as working at midnight or in an
entertainment facility (e.g. a game center) are not
permitted. Please also note that those who quit
school are not allowed to work.

Lodging
Our school has 2 apartments and 1 ‘Gakusei
Kaikan’(Dormitory for International Students) in
contract. Living expenses for students residing in
Kyoto are at least 110,000 yen per month, so
students should give sufficient consideration to
these expenses before coming to Japan. In
addition, students are not allowed to continue
staying in the contract apartment after a course.
*In Japan, there are systems of ‘Shikikin’ (deposit)
and ‘Reikin’ (key money) for renting a room.
In general, you must pay Shikikin and Reikin
equivalent to three-month rent in addition to the
first month’s rent.
Our school also provides a homestay program.
Students interested should contact school.

Advancement to
higher education
Our school conducts periodic group information sessions
throughout the year as well as consulting
on an individual basis for those students who wish to
continue their studies at a Japanese university,
graduate school. Likely for those who wish to work, job
career orientation is also provided.
*In order to enter a Japanese university or other institution
of higher education, you must have
completed a program of 12 years of formal education.
Depending upon the country, there are some
cases in which a program of 11 years of formal education is
the equivalent of Japanese secondary
education; however, such programs do not meet Japanese
higher education admissions standards.
It is necessary for students who intend to enter a Japanese
university to take the Examination for
Japanese University Admission for International
Students”(EJU). This test examines “Japanese
language ability” and “basic learning ability”. The contents
of the subjects are “Japanese”, “science”,
“general knowledge” and “mathematics”. “Japanese
language” consists of “description giving”,
“reading”, “listening”, and “listening- reading
comprehension”. This test will be held two times a
year, in June and November.

Health care
Our school conducts a health check for all students with a
foreign student visa after admission.
We also advise students about enrollment in the National
Health Insurance plan. Those who expect
to stay in Japan for one year or more must enroll in the
National Health Insurance plan. Medical
expenses are extremely high in Japan. Students should be
aware that even if they plan to stay in
Japan for less than one year, they need health insurance.
Students ought to enroll in an insurance
plan in their home country that will provide coverage
during their stay in Japan.
We take out an “Accident compensation insurance system
for Japanese Language Schools”.
If you have National Health Insurance in Japan, this policy
covers the remaining 30% of the cost of
medical care that students are normally supposed to pay.
It also covers liability damages (up to 300 million yen)
except for car and motorbike accidents.
In addition, in the case that you are admitted to a hospital,
this policy covers the cost of medical care
and the travel expenses for your family to visit you in
Japan (up to 3 million yen).

STUDENT LIFE
Proof of Japanese Language Proficiency
upon Completion of the Course
Under the Immigration Bureau's new policy, the students with a student visa who do not
decide to continue studying or start working after graduating Japanese language school,
have to take one of the following Japanese language tests and report the results before
leaving school.
If you take the test, please make sure to inform the school about your results.
Test:
JLPT (Japanese Language Proficiency Test) N4 or higher
J.TEST (Test of Practical Japanese) E grade or higher
JLCT (Japanese Language Capability Test JCT4 or higher)
STBJ (Standard Test for Business Japanese ) Test BJ4 or higher
TOPJ (TOP JAPANESE) Beginner A-4 or higher
NAT-TEST(The Japanese Language NAT-TEST) 4th grade or higher
J-cert (Certificate of Japanese as a Foreign Language) B course, semi-intermediate or higher
EJU (Examination for Japanese University Admission for International Students)
The test fee is around 5,000 yen.
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Student

APPLICATION / ENTRANCE FLOW
Decide your plan to go to study Japan!

About 6 months before arriving in Japan
Those who need the student visa

Those who already have
a visa status in Japan

Submit your application documents
and screening fee to the school

Submit your application
documents to the school

Screening by the school

Screening by the school

Application to the
Osaka Regional
Immigration Services Bureau

About 1 months before arriving in Japan
Issue of
the certificate of Eligibility (COE)

Payment of school fees
(for a term)

Payment of school fees
(for a term)

Send the COE and necessary
documents to you
Apply for your visa
at Japanese Embassy
Fill in the Ability Questionnaire
and placement test

Fill in the Ability Questionnaire
and placement test

Come to Japan!

Interview in Japanese
and placement
Entrance ceremony
and Orientation

Classes begin!
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School

Osaka Regional
Immigration
Service Bureau

APPLICATION PERIOD

FIRST TERM : CLASS START APRIL 4th, 2023
For Spring term of 2023
Those who need student visa
from outside of Japan

For Spring term of 2023
Those who already have
a visa status in Japan

APPLICATION PERIOD:

APPLICATION PERIOD:

SEPTEMBER 1ST, 2022
TO
OCTOBER 31ST , 2022
School internal admission result
within 2 weeks

SEPTEMBER 1ST,2022
TO
MARCH 22ND, 2023
Admission result within 1 week

SECOND TERM: CLASS START OCTOBER 13th, 2023
For Autumn term of 2023
Those who need student visa
from outside of Japan

For Autumn term of 2023
Those who already have
a visa status in Japan

APPLICATION PERIOD:

APPLICATION PERIOD:

MARCH 1ST, 2023
TO
APRIL 28TH, 2023

School internal admission result
within 2 weeks

MARCH 1ST, 2023
TO
SEPTEMBER 20TH, 2023
Admission result within 1 week

The Immigration Services Agency do not permit the change of your visa
status from “Temporary Visitor” to “Student”.
Even if you are already residing in Japan, those with “Temporary Visitor”
status must apply by following the procedure for overseas applicants.
Once the class reaches its quota, further applicants will not be accepted.
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DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR THE APPLICATION
(Those who need the student visa)
TO BE PROVIDED BY THE APPLICANT
１. Enrollment application
２. Official certificate of graduation from school most recently attended (original)
３. Official transcript from school most recently attended
４. Statement of purpose for studying Japanese and statement of plans after studying Japanese
５. Certificate of Japanese ability
Those applicants who have taken a Japanese Language Proficiency Test sponsored by Japan ,Educational
Exchanges and Services (JEES) and the Japan Foundation must send in a copy of their Certificate of Japanese
Proficiency along with their test results.
Those applicants who have not taken any Japanese Language Test should submit recent certificate of
Japanese ability issued by the last Japanese Language School attended. This document should state in detail
the length of study, total number of lessons, and texts used.
If you have passed the following examinations equivalent to JLPT N5 or higher, please get a special
certificate for the “submission to the Immigration office”.
Please ask the test company when he takes it.

J TEST(F level or FG level 250 points or more)
NAT-TEST level 5
TOPJ test Beginner A
J-cert Beginner
JLCT level 5, PJC Bridge C+ or C- level
JPT test 315 points or more

６. Certificate of current employment (or letter of release)
７. Your photograph (4 cm x 3 cm) 4 copies
８. Copy of passport
９. Health certificate

TO BE PROVIDED BY YOUR SPONSOR
１. Letter of agreement regarding payment
２. Certificate of employment (any one of the following is acceptable)
３. Document certifying annual income
４. Certificate of bank account balance
５. Document explaining the relationship of the sponsor to the applicant

TO BE PROVIDED BY YOUR GUARANTOR
１.Letter of guarantee (addressed to the Principal of our school)
Download the application form for admission from the website.
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http://kjls.or.jp/document/

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED
FOR THE APPLICATION within Japan
(Those who already have visa status in Japan)

TO BE PROVIDED BY THE APPLICANT
1. Enrollment application
2. Statement of purpose for studying Japanese (either in Japanese or
English)
3. Passport (please copy all pages which have entries made in them)
4. A copy of resident card
5. Photographs (4 cm x 3 cm) 2 copies

Download the application form for admission from the website.

http://kjls.or.jp/document/
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HISTORY OF THE KYOTO JAPANESE LANGUAGE SCHOOL
1950.9. Kyoto Japanese Language School founded

1955.9.
1956.9.
1957.9.
1966.9.
1967.3
1968.9

1969.4
9.
1972.4.
7.

1973.1.
1973.9.
1974.9.

1975.9.
1976.9.
1979.9.
1980,6
9.

1981.9.
1982.1.

1984.3.

by .B.C. (Interboard for Christian Work in
Japan) for instruction of missionaries
in the Japanese Language.
Alice Gwinn appointed Principal.
Instruction of IBC missionaries. Later, instruction of
missionaries from various Protestant denominations
and Catholic orders commences as well.
Esther Hibbard appointed Principal.
Leeds Gulick appointed Principal.
Management of school transferred from IBC
to Japanese staff. Yoneko Hayashi appointed
Principal.
School undertakes teaching of ex-servicemen
at the request of Veteran’s Administration.
Setsu Tomita appointed Principal.
School undertakes instruction of Director of
Kyoto American Center, at the request of
Osaka U.S. Consulate General.
School undertakes instruction of Director of
British Council.
School takes charge of language instruction
for University of Washington’s “ A Japanese
Cultural Studies Program in the Kansai Area”
School takes charge of language instruction for
Carlton College’s “Asian Studies Program”.
School undertakes instruction of scholarship students
from East-West Cultural Center, University of
Hawaii.
School takes charge of language instruction of
students from Dickinson College.
School takes charge of language instruction for
Syracusen University’s ”Summer Japan Study
Program ” at the request of Council for
International Educational Exchange (CIEE).
School takes charge of language instruction of
students from Colombia University at the
request of Department of Asian Studies.
School takes charge of language instruction of
students from Callison College.
School takes charge of language instruction of
students from University of Colorado.
School takes charge of language instruction of
AKP (Associated Kyoto Program) students.
School takes charge of language instruction of
Japan Foundation scholarship students.
School takes charge of language instruction for
Illinois and Konan Universities’ “Year-in-Japan”
program (at Konan University).
School takes charge of language instruction of
scholarship students at the request of Rotary Club.
School takes charge of language instruction of
director of Goethe Institute, Kyoto.
School takes charge of language instruction of
scholarship students of Japan Society for Promotion
of Science (JSPS).
School takes charge of language instruction of
research students at the request of Kyoto
Prefecture, Japan-China Amity Association.
At the request of Kyoto Prefecture, school takes
charge of Language instruction of war displaced
Japanese families from China.
Kyoto prefectural Board of Education’s
authorization for incorporation of Kyoto Center
for Japanese Linguistic Studies is obtained on
March 12.

4. Tadao Yamada appointed Chairman of the Board of
Directors. Start of Japanese teacher training

6. Program.
1986.12.
1987.4.
6
.
1988.4.
1989.8.
1990.10.
1991.4.
1993.10.

1994.3.

4
1995.2.
4.

6.
10.

1996.4.

5.

6.

1997.2.
6.
1998.4.
5.

6.

1999.7.

10
2000.7.

.

Publication of first issue Kotoba, Kokoro
(Language, Heart).
School becomes a member of the Organization to
Accept Foreign Students.
Tadao Yamada appointed Principal.
Masaharu Oyagi appointed as Chairman x and
Principal.
Junko Nishihara appointed Principal.
School takes charge of language instruction
of exchange students from Kyoto’s sister city, Xian.
School becomes a supporting member of the
Association for the Promotion of Japanese
Language Education.
School celebrates the fortieth anniversary of its
founding.
Publication of Japanese picture textbook with
Bonjinsha.
KJLS takes charge in advising students
participating in its workshop on teaching
Japanese sponsored by the JET Program’s Council of
Local Authorities for International Relations (CLAIR).
Publication of “Kotoba no Seiri”
(Language in Order) volumes 1 and 2 of Nihongo
kyoiku enshu shiriizu (Japanese Language Education
Seminar Series)”.
Atsuyoshi Sakakura appointed Director.
Yasuo Suga appointed Director
Publication of “Samazama na Hyogen”
(Various Expressions) volumes 3, 4, and 5 of Nihongo
kyoiku enshu shiriizu (Japanese
Language Education Seminar Series).
School takes charge of instruction in Japanese
language classes for Otsu City and the Otsu
International Goodwill Association.
School takes charge of language instruction of
trainees from overseas at the request of Japan
International Cooperation Organization’s (JITCO) at
Employment Promotion.
Principal Junko Nishihara appointed a professor
of Ryukoku University, department of business
management.
School takes charge of language instruction for
Ritsumeikan University’s “Kyoto Summer Language
Program”
School takes charge of language instruction forNotre
Dame Women’ s College of Kyoto’s “Summer Study in
Japan Program”.
School takes charge of Japan Intercultural Academy
of Municipalities’ (JIAM) Japanese training program.
School takes charge of “Immigration Program” of
officers at the request of Canada Embassy.
School takes charge of language instruction of
foreign trainees of Kyoto prefecture.
Sumio Nagaho appointed Principal.
School takes charge of language instruction to
Technical trainees supported by Japan.
International Training Cooperation Organization
(JITCO).
School takes charge of fieldwork for the “Summer
Japanese Study Program” of the Lauder Institute of
the University of Pennsylvania.
School takes charge of language instruction for
“European Asian Business Internship Program”
(EABIP).
KJLS takes charge of preliminary language instruction
to prospective students to Kyoto Seika University at
the request of the university.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction of students
in a summer intensive program of the Japanese
department of Taipei High School in Taiwan at the
request of Kyoto Seika Univ.
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HISTORY OF THE KYOTO JAPANESE LANGUAGE SCHOOL
2001.4. KJLS takes charge of language instruction of
6.
10.

2002.6.
8.

2003.1.
4.
9.

10.
2004.2.

3.

12.
2005.2.

4.
2006.4.

6.

2007.4.
6.
10.

2008.4.

5.

7.
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student of school sisters of Notre Dame.
Junko Nishihara appointed principal.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction
for foreign students studying at Ritsumeikan
University (BKC) science and engineering
faculty School takes charges of language
instruction for scholarship students of Rotary
Club by the request of Kyoto Seika
University.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction of
“Summer Japanese Program” by the
request of Ritsumeikan University CLA.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction of short
Japanese programs for National
Kaoshuing First University of Science and
Technology(Taiwan) by the request of
Ritsumeikan University CLA.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction of
preparing class before entering Ritsumeikan
University.
KJLS undertakes language instruction for
students of the Japanese department of the Ca’
Foscari University of Venice.
KJLS sends instructors to Japanese language classes
in elementary schools in Kyoto, by the request of the
Kyoto municipal Board of
Education.
KJLS arts cultural exchange program in cooperation
with Shinmachi Elementary School.
School takes charge in advising studens
participating in its workshop on teaching
Japanese of the department of Language
Education and Information Science by the
request of Ritsumeikan University.
Publication of “Jugyo no Kumitate” (Lesson
Structures), volume 6 of Nihongo kyoiku enshu
shiriizu (Japanese Language Education Seminar
Series) with Bonjinsha
KJLS concludes an agreement with Italian
KJLS of East Asian Studies (ISEAS) on
student sending and hosting.
KJLS takes charge of language Instruction of
apanese program for Chinese trainees at the
request of Japan Clothing Manufacturers
Association Confederation (Yuhoren).
School acquires General Worker Dispatching
Enterprise Permit (No. 26-300060).
KJLS opens 420 hours course for Japanese
teacher training program.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction in
Japanese intensive program of the University of
California, Davis by the request of Kyoto Seika
University.
KJLS undertakes Japanese language
instruction for British diplomats at the request of
FCO Services: Language Training, Foreign &
Commonwealth Office, London.
KJLS establishes a business class in the
Intensive course.
Sumio Nagaho appointed Director.
KJLS takes charges of language instruction
of Ritsumeikan University(Career
Development Program for Foreign Students
from Asia・Advanced Specialized Foreign
Students Training Project)
KJLS takes charge of language instruction of
students from abroad at the request of
Hanazono University.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction
for Evergreen State College’s “Short Term Japanese
Program”
KJLS takes charge of language instruction
for Taiwan Huafan University’s “SummerJapanese
Program”

10. Publication of “Reading Japanese Culture” with ALC
for advanced students.

2009.3 School holds a class reunion in Taipei,Taiwan.
5. Publication of “Illustrated Guide to

2010.6.

11.
2011.1.

4.
7.

2012.7.

10.
2013.7.
10.

2014.8.
2015.6.

2016.2.

4.
2017.4.
5.

8.
2018.5.
8.
2019.2.
2020.5.
2020.10.
2020.11.

2021.1.
2021.4.
2022.5.

Japanese Expressions That Vary by Situation
205” with ALC
KJLS takes charge of language instruction for
an Australian diplomat at the request of
Australian Embassy.
KJLS cerebrates the sixtieth anniversary of
is founding.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction
for foreign national nurses and caregivers
under Economic Partnership Agreements
(EPA).
KJLS takes charge of language instruction for an
German diplomat at the request of German Embassy.
KJLS authorized as a Public Interest
Incorporated Foundation by Kyoto Prefecture.
Junko Nishihara appointed representative
director.
KJLS forms an agreement on educational
cooperation with Kyoto Seika University.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction
for Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University’s summer Japanese program.
Publication of “Reading Japanese Culture” with ALC
for advanced intermediate students.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction
for Mississippi College’s summer Japanese program.
KJLS establishes an art & culture study class in the
Intensive course.
Publication of “Reading Japanese Culture” with ALC
for Intermediate/Beginning Learners.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction
for Colgate University’s Kyoto Study Group.
KJLS takes charge of language instruction
for Ecole Polytechnique’s summer Japanese
program.
Business Japanese class of the Intensive
course has been registered as a business
language institutional program from the
Nisshinkyo, The Association for the
Promotion of Japanese Language Education.
Kenichiro Haruhara appointed Principal.
School takes charge of Japanese Language education
at Carleton University.
School takes charge of the Japanese Special
Program for Italian Students Studying
Abroad at St.Agnes’University.
Kotoba, Kokoro (Language, Heart) is reissued.
KJLS is responsible for language instruction
for the University of Texas at Austin.
KJLS is a member of the Kyoto Employers’
Association.
KJLS joins Kyoto Business Association.
KJLS starts online classes.
KJLS becomes in-charge of language instruction for
students from University of Cambridge
Junko Nishihara appears in the video for the
Japanese Language Education Convention of the
Agency for Cultural Affairs (WEB)
School takes charge of several Japanese language
classes in the Kyoto prefecture by request of the
Prefecture
Intensive Course and Business Class collaborates
with Takashima City, Shiga Prefecture.
KJLS starts accepting Japanese educational support
for Ukraine evacuees.
.
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Kyoto Japanese Language School Guide
（Outline Document Based on Article 42-1
of the Specified Commercial Transaction Law）
1. Service Provider
Name Public Interest Incorporated Foundation The Kyoto Center
for Japanese Linguistic Studies
Address Ichijodori, Muromachi Nishi, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto, 602-0917
Telephone number 075-414-0449
Name of Representative Representative Director Junko Nishihara
2. Content of Service Provided
Japanese language education（Intensive course）
3. Name of Related Goods
Japanese language educational materials Several copies of textbooks
from each list.
（Intensive course）
Minna no Nihongo: Beginner 1
¥2,750
Minna no Nihongo: Beginner 2
¥2,750
Minna no Nihongo: Intermediate 1
¥3,080
Nihon Bunka wo Yomu: Beginner and Intermediate (Blue)
¥2,640
Intermediate Japanese, Vol.1
¥2,200
Kanzen Master Ｎ2: Grammar
¥1,320
Nihon Bunka wo Yomu: Intermediate and Advanced (Green) ¥2,640
Nihongo Dokkai Workbook, Intermediate and Advanced
¥2,640
Shigoto no Nihongo: Business Manners edition
¥2,200
Nihon Bunka wo Yomu Advanced (Red)
¥2,640
Choichiryu no zatsudanryoku “cho/jissen”
¥1,518
Marugoto nyumon A1 rikai"
¥1,870
Marugoto shokyu 1 A2 rikai"
¥2,090
Marugoto shokyu 2 A2 rikai"
¥2,090
Hanashikata, Tsutaekatahodo Jinseiwo Sayuusuru Bukiwa Nai¥1,430
Hanasu.Kakuni tsunagaru! Nihonngo dokkai¥2,200
TRY! Japanese Language Proficiency Test N2
\1,980
Nihon kigyou eno shushoku Business conversation training
\1,980
Ryugakuseinotameno jidaiwoyomitoku joukyunihongo
\2,200
Practical Business Japanese
\3,080
Chukyu-wo Manbo Chukyu-zenki
\2,420
Practical Japanese Conversation for Business People Intermediate 2
\2,640

Please be sure to read these.
6. Time of offering the services

(Intensive course)

Term

First term April1 -September 30
Second term October 1-March 31
Schedule First term
April 3 (Mon.) Entrance ceremony/Orientation
April 4 (Tue.) Classes begin
July 4 - August 15 Summer vacation
August 16 (Wed.) Classes resume
September 26 (Tue.) Classes end
September 26 (Tue.) Closing ceremony
Second term
October 12 (Thu.) Entrance ceremony/Orientation
October 13 (Fri.) Classes begin
December 22 - January 9 Winter break
(2024) January 10 (Wed.) Classes resume
(2024) March 13 (Wed.) Classes end
(2024) March 13 (Wed.) Closing ceremony
Class days Monday-Friday (5 days a week) 20 lessons a week
Class time Morning: 9:00 AM-12:30 PM (45 min.× 4)
Afternoon: 1:15 PM-4:45 PM (45 min.× 4)
7. Items concerning cooling off
(1) For 8 days after receiving documents clearly stating the
content of the contract, enrollees may cancel the contract in
writing (hereafter referred to as “cooling off”). However, this is
limited to contracts where the course period is over 2 Months
and the total payment exceeds ¥50,000.

(2) Using the model below as a reference, send a cooling off
document to this foundation. Please use registered mail or a
method of sending that leaves a record such as registered mail
or a specially recorded parcel.

4. Compensation for service, and other estimated
amounts（Intensive course）

Fees including
consumption tax
(10%)
Screening fee

31,900 yen

Payable upon application
No refundable

Enrollment fee

52,800 yen

Payable at registration

Tuition

Insurance fee

344,900 yen

11,000 yen

per term (6 months period)
Educational Activity fee and
Educational Materials fee are
included.

per term(6months )

5. Payment periods and methods (Intensive course)
Pay by bank transfer, Flywire or cash within the application period.
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(3) The cooling off document will be valid even if it does not
reach this foundation within 8 days, if it is postmarked within 8
days.
(4) In the event that you request cooling off, this foundation
will not charge you for any ensuing damages or contract
cancellation payments. Even in the event that we have already
offered a class we will not demand compensation. In the event
that we have received payment of tuition or other
compensation, we will quickly return this sum in full.
(5) In the event that you request cooling off, you can
simultaneously cancel your purchase contract for educational
materials (books) that are related goods. In this case, please
send the educational materials (books) to this foundation by
cash on delivery. In this event, we will not charge you for any
ensuing damages.

Please be sure to read these.
In the event that we have received payment for educational
materials, we will promptly return this sum in full. However, in the
event that you have purchased educational materials directly from
Amazon or a book store, you cannot cancel your purchase contract.
(6) In the event that remittance by transfer to a financial
institution is designated as this foundation’s repayment method
for (4) and (5) above, the necessary transfer fees shall be
subtracted from the amount to be repaid.

8. Items regarding mid-term cancellation
(1) After 8 days have passed since the receipt of documentation
clearly stating the contract content (brochure), the contract may
be cancelled with respect to the future. However, this shall be
limited to contracts for courses that last over 2 Months and for
which the total payment amount exceeds ¥50,000.
(2) In the event that a contract is cancelled mid-term, the
canceler shall be responsible for the following expenses.
①Before the start of classes
As expenses necessary for concluding and executing the
contract:
¥15,000
② After the start of classes
The total amount of A, B and C
A. As expenses necessary for concluding and executing the
contract:
¥15,000
B. Tuition as compensation for the period of classes that
have already ended
C. 20% of tuition as compensation for the period of remaining
classes
(however, this shall be limited to a maximum of ¥50,000)

(3) In the event that a contract is cancelled mid-term, the
purchase contract for educational materials (books), which are
related goods, may also be simultaneously cancelled.
In this case, however, unlike cooling off, the educational
materials (books) that this foundation has already provided will
be subject to damages equivalent to the price of the materials.
Therefore do not send the educational materials back and
continue using them.
However, in the event that you have purchased educational
materials directly from Amazon or a book store, you cannot
cancel your purchase contract.

9. Items regarding exercise of the right to withhold payment
during dispute pursuant to the Item Sales Law
In the event that a credit contract (advance payment on
behalf of a third party) has been concluded with a lending
institution for enrollment fees, tuition and other Money paid
to this foundation, when there is a reason for payment to
this foundation to be refused, then payment requests by the
lending institution may also be refused for the same reason.
However, this foundation currently has not concluded a
member store contract with a lending institution, so credit
may not be used.
10. Preservation measures with regard to advances received
This foundation requires payment of enrollment fees and
tuition in advance of class attendance, but takes no
particular preservation measures with respect to this Money.
END
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Please check
KJLS SNS

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/kyotojapaneselanguageschool/

https://www.facebook.com/kyoto.kjls

https://twitter.com/kjlsofficial

Please Check
"KJLS MAGAZINE"
on our website!
http://kjls.or.jp/magazine/
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KJLS YOUTUBE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdYy5AYljoEVUNBgXPCXEfg

KJLS Youtube channel provides videos of students' outside school activities,
cultural experiences, company tours, and our annual Japanese language
presentation and speech contests.
We also introduce the culture and town of Kyoto.
There are many videos, we would like to introduce some video's contents.
Check it out! from the QR code, please watch it and subscribe!

This video was created by KJLS
students.
A unique way to make shaved ice!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlZqdq9fy8A&t=2s

Experience of Japanese dance
-"Senshou style"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zN1z23bxFY4

Challenge to recite " I, a Little Bird,
a Bell and Me" by Misuzu Kaneko!
pre-Intermediate Clas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwEwxP5_SVc&t=32s /

Ceramic art in class!
We visited the teacher's atelier!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zI8n7NHWCZs

KJLS students boarded a "Jikkoku-bune"
(ten-stone boat) in Fushimi. At Fushimi Inari,
they lifted the " Omogaru-ishi" stone, looked
at the torii gate, and enjoyed sencha green
tea.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R8D9Ai3gR8
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Traditional
Performing Art's
Experience in Kyoto
French students in Japanese dance
costumes as PR models!
Photographed on a Noh stage in Kyoto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyC0801BJeo

Weird Japanese
expressions
This is the speech of the student who
won both the Grand Prize and the
Student of the Year Award in the
Speech Contest!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVOTWSQDbB0

International students learn
traditional culture from
experts ! Manga Museum,
Kabuki, Ikebana, KJLS

We would like to introduce the contents of
the cultural experience class of Kyoto
Japanese Language School and Intermediate
Culture / Art Class.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6uO9krbTC8&t=9s
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Postscript
With the exception of a few images for the
website, all the photos used in the 2023 edition
were taken by KJLS staff and students in the
suburbs and other locations.
Therefore, we would like to introduce some of
the photos we used.
We climbed Mt.
Daimonji.
You can see a
panoramic view of
Kyoto City.

Intermediate
class cultural
experience
Ceramics class.

Intermediate
class cultural
experience
Ceramics class.

Field Trip for PreIntermediate Class
A picture at Monkey
Park in Arashiyama

Summer Course
Cultural Experience :
Yukata Wearing
Experience

Summer Course Cultural
Experience: Wearing a
Yukata and Visiting the Gion
Festival
Summer Course
Cultural Experience :
Japanese Calligraphy

S1tudent writing on the
blackboard in the hallway
The theme is What will you do
during summer vacation?
Summer Course
Cultural Experience :
Origami
Intermediate class
cultural experience: a
traditional Japanese
performing art
"Kabuki" viewing

A picture of the
pre-intermediate
class on a field trip

Location of Kabuki viewing:
Exterior view of Minami-za
Theater

A picture from a
field trip for the
beginner's class

A picture from the special
course (private lesson)

A picture from a field trip
for the beginner's class
At Byodoin Phoenix Hall

Classroom scene in the
early days of KJLS
(1950)

KJLS first school building

Cherry blossoms in
the Imperial Palace

Summer Course
Cultural Experience :
Making soybean flour
in a stone jar

Advanced Business Class
Company Tour
A gold leaf manufacturing
and sales company, ”Hori
Metal Leaf & Powder Co.,
Ltd.", a long-established
company founded in 1711
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fngus37dAk

Video(YouTube)
"How to get KJLS from
Subway Exit #6"

here!
KJLS is

Imadegawa st.
*Subway
Imadegawa sta.
Exit No.6

Doshisha University
*Bus stop
Karasuma
Imadegawa
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公益財団法人 京都日本語教育センター京都日本語学校
The Kyoto Center for Japanese Linguistic Studies
Kyoto Japanese Language School
〒602-0917 京都市上京区一条通室町西入
Ichijo-dori, Muromachi Nishi, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto 602-0917
TEL 075-414-0449 FAX 075-441-9055
URL http://www.kjls.or.jp/
E-mail office@kjls.or.jp

